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ABSTRACT (UNCLASSIFIED)

The operation and realization of 4 high-power polarizers at 35.0 GHz and 94.0 GHz are described in this

report.

Results of calculations and measurements are discussed.

The realized polarizers make use of an elliptical waveguide to convert the linearly polarized incident wave

into an outward left or right-hand circularly polarized wave.

Main measurement results are:

The axial ratio at 35.0 GHz is less than 1.0 dB over 5 percent bandwidth. The return loss is better than 21 dB

(VSWR < 1.2) over more than 30 percent bandwidth. The insertion loss is less than 0.3 dB over more than

30 percent bandwidth. The isolation is more than 18 dB over 5 percent bandwidth. The maximum peak-

power is 63 kW.

The axial ratio at 94.0 OHz is less than 1.0dB over 5 percent bandwidth. The return loss is better than 26 dB

(VSWR < 1.1) over more than 3 percent bandwidth. The insertion loss is less than 0.75 dB over morne than 3

percent bandwidth. The isolation is more than 20 dB over 3 percent bandwidth. The maximum peak-power is

9.5 kW.

All polarizers have been made waterproof and dust-roof
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Inaltant Fysiach en Elektroniach Laboratofium TNO

datum april 1992

hdo-opdr.no. A87KL064 en A85KLul26j

no. In kwp'9 710.5

Onderzoek uftgevoerd o~lv.

Onderzook u~gverd door:

SAMENVAITING (ONGERUBRICEERD)

Dit rapport geeft eon bescbrijving van do working en roalisatie van 4 hoogverrnogen polarisatoren op
35.0 GHz en 94.0 GHz.

Do resultaten van berkeningen on metingen worden boaproken.

De gerealisoorde polarisatoren maken gebruik van eon elliptiche golfpijp omn do Iinoair gepolariseord

inkomnende golf out to rotten in eon uitgaande links of rechts draaiendo circulair gepolarisoeenl golf.
Do belangrijksate moetresultaten zqn:

Do ellipticiteit van do polarisatie op 35.0 GHz is minder dan 1.0 dB over 5 procent bandbreedte. Do refloctie

verliezen zko beter dan 21 dB ova umer don 30 procent bandbroedt. Do transmisajo verliezon aijn mninder

dan 0.3 dB over moer dan 30 proent bmndbreodte. Do isolatie is amerP dan 18 dB ovar 5 proceat bandbreedte.

Hot mnaximaal vermogen is 63 MW

Do ellipticiteit van do polarisatie op 94.0 GHz is minder dan 1.0 dB over 5 procont bmndreedte. Do reflectie

verliezen zain beter dan 26 dB over mme dan 3 procent bandbnmodz. Do trananaissic verlioran rzjn minder

dan 0.75 dB over moor dan 3 procent bandbreedwe Do tsooa] is nuerP don 20 dB over 3 prooent beandreedte.

Hot nmaimnas veranogen is 9.5kW.

All. polarisatoren zaja waterdicht en ueofdicht gemnaakL
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

For radar reflection measurements radarsystems at 35 and 94 GHz have been built at TNO

Physics and Electronics Laboratory.

Among the conponents being used in these radarsystems are high power polarizers (above 25 kW

at 35 GHz and above 1.5 kW at 94 GHz).

Commercially available polarizers are offered by corporations as Millitech, Alpha Ind. and

Hughes. The conversion of the linear polarized signal in a circular waveguide (operating in the

dominant TE, mode) to a circularly polarized signal has been accomplished by using a dielectric

'quarter-wave' plate.

The maximum peak power of these commercially polarizers is 5 kW at 35 GHz and 1 kW at

94 GHz.

Since 'quarter-wave' plate polarizers do not meet the high power requirements, a high power

elliptical waveguide polarizer has been developed at TNO Physics and Electronics Laboratory.

In this report we will discuss the principles and development of the elliptical waveguide polarizer.

In chapter 2.0 we will discuss the basic theory of the elliptical polarizer.

The waveguide, tapers and choke parts are described in chapter 3.0 and 3.1, whereas chapter 4.0

gives information on the measurements.

The conclusions can be found in chapter 5.0.

Appendix A gives the derivation of the equation of the phase shift in the elliptical waveguide

using the cut-off wavelength of circular waveguides.

Appendix B gives an approximation of the cut-off frequency of an elliptical waveguide.

This work has been carried out under assignment number A87KL064 and A85KLu126.

If
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2.0 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

A linearly polarized wave (Fr) can be resolved into two orthogonal linearly polarized components

of equal amplitude (e0 and ec). We assume that the elliptical waveguide can be decomposed into

two different circular waveguides.This is illustrated in figure 2.0.0.

Er E

te 60

Circular waveguide Elliptical waveguide

Fig. 2.0.0: Schematic representation of the elliptical polarizer using a double circular
waveguide model.

Each of the orthogonal components e and co behave as if they were propagating in one of the two

circular waveguides (in TEhs-mode).

Since the waveguide wavelengths ) of the circular waveguides are different, a phase shift v/

between both orthogonal components will result which is proportional to the axial length of the
waveguide.

When the axial length and cross section of the elliptical waveguide are chosen appropriately, a

90" phase difference between the orthogonal components e$ and ec can be achieved and the

linearly polaized wave is converted into a circular polarized wave. Figure 2.0.1 shows this

conversion.
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circulairwaveguide

elliptical
waveguide left-hand

circulair
circulair polarization
waveguide left-hand [circulair •

polarization

Te t tg linear
re te s s id v arization

linear
polarization

Fig. 2.0.1: Conversion from linear to circular polarization.

Tbe definition of polarization is t r

To an obsrer looking in the direction of propagation, a counter-clockwise rotating electric field
in a cross section is called left-hand circular polarized (L.C.P.).[5]

2.1 Polarizationae

The two orthogonal linearly polarized components can be expressed using a cosine function to

represent the sinusoidal variation of the field as a function in time.

eo -El cos wt and co, = E2 cos(mr+%#) (I)

El and E2 are the anphitoes of the two orthogonal components, V represents the phaseshf
between those components sad ois the radWn fr•equeny.
In order to find the sense of rotatin of the resulting field vector, at a fixed point in space, the time

facto hes to be • 'hnibuted.

Substitution of the expression for es in that for e gives, afer some mathematical manipulations:

I
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"This is the equation of an ellipse. Actually, all polarizations can be considered elliptical, since the

circular and linear polarizations ar special cases of the polaization ellipse. So, it is interesting t

considr the special cases to gain an understanding of the relationships between the orthogonl

components for diffgth nt polarizations.

case a: E, - E = E andI= +90".

(e,,)2 (eo)2(4

This is the equation of a circle and since V =+90%

-E cos ot and eo = -E sin ot.

The resulting field vector rotates clockwise for an observer looking in the direction of propagation

and is called ight-hand circular polarization.

caweb: El _ =E and I -90".

This is the equation of a circle and since v - -90";

ee - E cos wt and e,, - E sin oot

The resulting field vector rotates counter-clockwise for an observer looking in the direcfion of

P agto and is called left-hand circular polaiato.

caw C: Es~l• *2and ¥0".
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e e 0 (5)

El E2

This is the equation of a straight line and we are dealing with an arbitrary linear polarization. The

resulting field vector makes an angle "r with the E, field vector and is given by the equation;

angle (,r) = arctan(E2 E1 ) (6)

cased: E, = E2 =E andV=0".

e _ 0 (7)

E, E2

This is the equation of a straight line and we are dealing with linear polarization. The angle

"t = 45*.

casee: E, *_E2 and V= ±90'.

4)e°2 (eO )2 !

+eJ(eJ (8)

This is the equation of an ellipse and we are dealing with elliptical polarization. The major-axis

and minor-axis of the ellipse are parallel to the electric field vectors. The ± sign is related to the

rotation sense of the resulting field vector in the same way as explained in case a and b.

casef: E,•F-,2 and V *n*90"(n=integer).

J- +~ 2 Cogi V .Sin2i 1V (9)
E, E2) EE

This is the equation of an ellipse and we call it arbitrary elliptical polarization. The major-axis

makes an angle z with the E1 field vector and can be calculated with (6). The + sign is related to

the sense of the e-vector in the same way as explained in case a.

caseg: E=, 2 E and a n*90"(nminteger).
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(e) e) cos'e v Co, Sim2aj (10)

This is the equation of an ellipse and we call it elliptical polarization. The major-axis and minor-

axis of the ellipse are parallel to the electric field vectors. The - sign is related to the sense of the

e-vector in the same way as explained in case a.

2.2 Tolerance calculations

In chapter 2.1 we described the importance of an exact 90 degrees phase shift in the elliptical part

of the polarizer. Figure 2.2.0-A shows the inside waveguide of the polarizer.

taper choke " ellips ,. choke antenna

Fi.2.:Isd ixswi fthe poaizr

Le 

L e

2a, 2a, 2a2 2aý 2a3 2a4

TOP VIEW SIDE VIEW

R g. 2.2.0: Insid dimesioam of the polarize.

In figures 2-2.0-B and 2.2.0-C the centre part is enlarged. The standard circular inside waveguide-

diameter 2a% is 6.35 nun for 35.0 GHz (WR-28) and 2.39 nmn for 94.0 GHz (WR-10).
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After deforming the circular waveguide over a length L,, the broad inside waveguide-diameter is

2a2 and the narrow inside waveguide-diameter is 2a 4.

These are illustrated in figure 2.2.1. Figure 2.2.2 also shows the deformed waveguide.

Fig. 2.2.1: The elliptical waveguide (35.0 GHz).

Fig. 2.22: Over a length of 5.6 mm the waveguide is deformed (94.0 GHz).
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The phase shift in the elliptical section can be approximated with the aid of the following

equation;

•te = 360L. 4 1"(Ad3-412 a2) 2" - 1"(AV)3.412 Q472

Here o is the free space wavelength and L, is the length of the non-tapered elliptical waveguide

section.

In appendix A the derivation of this equation is described. ri

Figure 2.2.3 A + B show the waveguide wavelength X. as a function of the width of the circular

waveguide in which the TEl, mode propagates. In the tapered section the diameter of the

waveguide changes from 2a0 to 2a2 and from 2a0 to 2a4 .

We used the average value of 2a for calculating the phase shift of the tapered section

(a3 = (a4+a0 )12 and a1 = (a2+ao)/2).

So the use of these values a, and a3 in equation (11) gives the phase shift Vt in the tapered section.

The length L is the total length of the two tapered elliptical waveguides and is calculated as

follows:

(ao-a 4)+(a2-ao)L1 - (12)
tan a

Where a is the angle of the taper.

The total polarizer phase shift V. is:

360Ij•(l1 '3.1a -" • 1" 3.l)2) +L1 i( 3.4aal) 1 3.-la3

1(p=

(13) i

I
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Waveguldo wavmlength (mm)

17

A1' ,,-•

125-

2 .8  4 2.0 SO3 3V &0& a2 3-3 a2 3 -4

Waveguide radius (mm) -b

Fig. 2.2.3-A: The circular waveguide wavelength as a function of the waveguide-radius at
35.0 GHz.

Waveguilde wavolength (mm)

4 7

*4 1.1 a3 OU3 &I s2 U
Waveguide radius (mm) -W

Fig. 2.2.3-B: The circular waveguide wavelength as a function of the waveguide-radius at
94.0 GHz.
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Polartur 3 Polarizer 2 Polaulm C Polarizer B

a =2.7 deg. a= 2.7 deg. a -2.7 deg. a -2.7 deg.

Lt=10.49 mm Lt=ll.. mm Lt=4.66 m L1 =4.98 mm
Le 4.0 m- Lc 4.0 mm Le - Le =12 -

so= 3.175 mm @0 = 3.175 -m =0-1.195 mm 80 a 1.195 -m

al - 3.26 mm al a 3.2725 m - 1.2375 mm 1 - 1.24 mm

a2= 3.345 mm &2= 3.37 m m2=a128 - a2 =I.2= mm

&3 = 3.0125mm a3 = 2.99 mm 03 1.1275 =3 =1.1225 mm

a4= 2.85 mm a4= 2.M0 mm &4-1.06 - *4 m1.5 -A

Xo34 = .817 mm A 34- 8.817 mm A 93=3.224 mm X 93 =3.224 -
335 z .55 mm A 35= s..s mm 1 94 =3.189 - 1 94 m3.189 •m
36 = 8337 mm X0 36- 8.337 mm X0 95=3.156 n Xo 95 -3.156 mm

34.0 35.0 36.0 34.0 35.0 36.0 93.0 94.0 95.0 93.0 94.0 95.0

(amz) (0HZ) (amz) (oft)

We (deg) 34.8 31.5 29.0 41.3 37.2 34.1 44.6 43.1 41.5 47.8 46.0 44.8

'v, (deg) 39.7 37.6 34.9 54.1 49.5 45.9 52.0 50.8 48.9 59.8 58.0 56.5

Vp (des) 74.5 69.1 63.9 95.4 86.7 80.0 96.6 93.9 90.4 108 104 101

lequ=c-y
for which 31.1 34.7 95.1 98.1

-Vp 90 deVo. (GM) (0HZ) (IHZ) (am)

Table 1: Some calculated polarizer data.

For each polarizer, calculations have been done at 3 frequencies with a I GHz interval. The

results are summarized in table 1. It shows that at 35.0 GHz the calculated phase shift was 20.9"

respectively 3.3" below 90". At 94.0GHz the calculated phase shift was 3.9" respectively 14"

above 90.

The phase shift is frquency dependent. For the 35.0 GHz polarizers this is 7 /GHz and for the

94.0 GHz ones this is 3/GHz.

Changing the narrow knsde elliptical waveguide-radiu by lOp~m results in a differential, phase

shift at 35.0 GHz of 3.9" and at 94.0 0Hz of 10.1.

In practice, we used equation (13) to get an qppxmation of the inskde dimensions of the

elliptical waveulde. Then we defoamed the crcular waveguide cma•rly and we measured the

axial ratio of the poluzem.r
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Finally, to get an exact 90' phase shift we deformed the waveguide some extra pmeters.

Reducing the narrow waveguide radius 130 pm at 94.0 GHz gives a 90" phase shift. Reducing an

extra 113 ;Lm gives a total phase shift of 270". When a pressing error has been made and the phase

shift is 270-, the polarizer will work in the opposite circular direction.

In table 2 the narrow inside elliptical waveguide-radius, the maximum peak-power and the cut-off

frequency are calculated for a phase shift of 0", 90" and 270.

94.0 0Hz 35.0 GHz

84 V p =-~ fc 04 Yp P=ma f

(mm) C) OW) (GHz) (im) C) ('W) (0Hz)

1.195 0 21.4 73.5 3.175 0 111 27.7

1.065 90 9.5 82.5 2.795 90 63 31.5

0.952 270 3.0 923 2.540 270 20 1 34.6

Table 2: The narrow inside elliptical waveguide-radius, the maximum peak-power and the cut-
off frequency are calculated for a phase shift of 0", 90- and 270.

For a circular waveguide operating in the dominant or TEBI mode the maximum power is:

Pmax = 450000 d2•A/ (W) [4] (14)

Where d is the diameter of the circular waveguide in centimetres and )ý is the circular waveguide

wavelength in centmetres.

When the phase shft is 270, the narrow waveguide size a4 at 35.0 GHz is 2.54 mm and the

waveguide wavelength is 48.7 nm. Using thee pamneters in (14) gives a maximum power of

20.1 kW which is 5 dB under the peak power level of a polarize with a 90"phase shift.

The reduction of the narrow wavegide size also decreses, the cut-off wavelength (k). For the

circular TBE1 mode this wavelength Ws

- 3.412% (15)

_ _ _ _,
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When the centre frequency is 35.0 GHz and a4 is 2.54 mm, the cut-off frequency (f.) is 34.6 GHz.

A small waveguide reduction of only 30 pm will cause a f, higher than 35.0 GHz. When the

centre frequency is 94.0 GHz and a4 is 0.952 mm, f, is 92.3 GHz and this allows an irregularity of

17 pm. This explains why we exercised the greatest cire during the deforming procedure.

-II

j
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3.0 POLARIZER PARTS

Figure 3.0.0 shows a 35.0 0Hz polarizer and figure 3.0.1 shows a 94.0 GHz polarizer.Rotating

the black outer cylinder, of the polarizer, will change the sense of polarization. LC stands for left-

hand circular, RC for right-hand circular and LIN for linear polarization.

Fig. 3.0.0: 35.0GHz polarizer.

Fig. 3.0.1: 94.0 0Hz polarizer.

Figures 3.0.2 and 3.0.3 inhow the test-polarize.
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SIi ,

Fig. 3.0.2: 35.0 GHz test-polarizer.

Fig. 3.0.3: Test polaizer pwt.

I
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In the test-polarizer the black outer cylinder is replaced by a metal bar (part F), with which the

inner cylinder can be rotated over 90. Part B is a non-movable part on which the tapers are

screwed. In this cylinder some holes are made through which the adjustment screws pass.

The metalbar fits in a hole in part C. The screws in part C are used to adjust the inner cylinderD

exactly in the linear polarization iron. e inner cylinder is deformed in the middle. Part E is

the tapering section in which the rectangular waveguide Mode TEfO IS converted into the rtEi

mode. There are chokes between the taper part and antenna part. These chokes allow good
ipdne matching despite lack of good mechanical matching. For axial-ratio measrm e~nts we

used a second tape instead of the antenna part. In this second taper a horizontal vane-load was

installed.

In chapter 3.1 we discuss the chokes briefly.

3.1 Chokes

Parts C and D can rotate with respect to part E, in order to change the sense of polarization. To

ensure good electrical connection between part E and parts C and D, we used a choke joint. This

is illustrated in figure 3.1.0.

L!

Req. (MHz) 35.0 94.0

-.---.. L- (-) -- ---- coM6

bo () 5.217 1"95

c a (~ 3.175 1.195

Fig. 3.1.0: Polarizer choke. Table 3: Choke sizes.

The choke flange has a circular slot which is actually a short-circuited line, a quarter-wavelength

long (L.). This slot is also at a quarter-wavelmegi distance from the circular waveguide

((b)2mO&0/2) and is an open circuit or infinite invaesed .

The choke szes were calculated with the aid of the nfrmation given in [1] and mae presmetd in

table 3.

&?j
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4.0 POLARIZER MEASUREMENTS

Preliminary measurements of the polarizer-tools (circular load, horizontal vane-load, choke ring,

waveguide 'rotary-joint' and circular antenna part) have been done but ame not described in this

report-

Only the measurements of the final polarizers am given.

In chapter 4.1 the measurements of the axial ratio and in chapter 4.2 the insertion loss, return loss

and isolation are given.

4.1 Axial ratio measurements

The axial ratio measurements have been performed with the aid of a HP8755A Swept Amplitude

Analyser (35.0 GHz) and a Hughes 47326H broadband detector receiver (94.0 GHz).

The axial ratio of the electrical field in the inner cylinders (part D in figure 3.0.4) was measured

in the test-polarizer. The antenna piece of part A was replaced by a asecond taper (like part E),

which could rotate over 3600 in the large cylinder of part A. In order to prevent reflections of the

cross polar component, we installed a horizontal vane-load in the circular waveguide part of the

taper. The insertion loss of the horizontal vane-load is 0.5 dB for 35.0 GHz and 0.6 dB for

94.0 GHz.

Figure 4.1.0 gives the axial ratio of the circular polarized wave as a function of the frequency.

The axial ratio is better than 1 dB over 5 percent frequency bandwidth for 35.0GHz and

94.0 GHz.

Axial ratio ftl @)

-"-I -.

0.$ - -

0.4 - "-

C0, - - • ... - -

"I to O0"l eso IQ to•l l 00 UllPS to l Slo
Rseatw froesmoyn

4.1.0: .re axial rLaio of th circular polarized wave a afucton of the frequency. The

towe is r adova 360".
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4.2 35.0 GHz network analyser measurements

The 35.0 GHz measurements were performed with the aid of a HPM51OA Network Analyse" with

a HP8514A S-parameter test-set.

Polarizers number 2 and 3 were connected back to back to each other. The circular antenna-

flanges were joined. In this way no horizontal vane-load was necessary and the measured

insertion loss was the actual loss of both polarizers.

The return loss (S11) of this polarizer combination is presented in figure 4.2.0 for linear and both

circular polarizations and is better than 21 dB over 30 percent f1requency bandwidth.

Figure 4.2.1 shows the insertion loss (S2 1) for linear and both circular polarizations. The insertion

loss of this polarizer combination is 0.6 dB over a 30 percent frequency bandwidth.

In figure 4.2.2 the isolation (S21) for both circular polarizations is given. The isolation is more

than 18 dB over a 5 percent frequency bandwidth.

We also measured the time domain response of polarizer 3. The circular antenna part was open.

The time domain response is shown in 4.2.3A and 4.2.3C. The return loss is presented in figures

4.2.3B and 4.2.3D.

The frequency span is 6 GHz and the number of measurements-points is 401.

The response resolution is the minimum spacing between two equal responses with which they

are identifiable. The minimum response resolution should be 1.96/frequency span [6] and is

320 psec assuming that we are dealing with band-pass impulses.

The longest delay that can be measured without ambiguity is the alias free range and can be

calculated as follows:

Resolution * (points-1)
Alias free range - 1.9- 20.8 nsec (16)1.96

Figure 4.2.3A shows two major discontinuities. The first one is due to the waveguide-tape and

the second one is due to the open circular waveguide. There are three minor dicoutinuities: the

rectangular waveguide-flange, the first choke and the second choke.
The distance between the second choke and the open circular waveguide is 180 psec and the

relsponse of the open waveguide is much larlge than tha of the ascond choke, so they begin to

overlap (maskid .

L __ __ ____ __ ___ ____ __ ___
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The response of the rectangula flange and the open circular waveguide has been removed in
figure 4.2.3C with gating. The gate-start is placed after the rectangular waveguide-flange and
before the waveguide-taper. The gate-stop is placed after the second choke and before the open

circula waveguide.
Transforming back to the frequency domain the result is the return loss of polarir 3 alone
(figure 4.2.3D).

0 h•pOLARIZEr NR.1 2 EN NR. 3 LIN

10

20 
PO

30~ -_ 
_

40 -_ -__ ____

0 hPPOLTRIZER NR. 2 EN NR.31RCP

•" 10 - -

Ci 20

30 3
40 (- V V "

20 -p-P --L -I- -E_ R_ NR. 2_

50

START 32.000000000 GHz
STOP 37.999998400 GHz

Fig. 4.2.0: The retmi lo= of the polarizr combination 2 and 3 as a function of the fivquency
for linear, right-hand chirular ad left-hand crcular polmization.
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0 [FpeODT2qIZE NR-. 7ýN RFTR.3 LI -Y

0.5 I V

1.0 P-0

SS2 1  lo9 MAG

(j)

0.5
1 . I

F-
SC: $ 2 1  log MAG

wUr)

0 hPOL RiZ NR. 2 N NR.3 LCP

0 .5 - - -n" 
-

1.0
START 30.000000000 GHz
STOP 39.999998400 GHz

Fig. 4.2.1: The insertion loss of the polarizer-combination 2 and 3 as a function of the
frequency for linear, right-hand circular and left-hand circular polarization.
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Fig. 4.2.2: The isolation of the polarizer combination 2 and 3 as a function of the fiequency for
circular polariztion.
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Fig. 4.2.3: Time and fivquency domain nwmeauranen of polarizer 3 (A and B3 without gating,
C and D with gating).
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4.3 94.0 GHz network analyser measurements

The 94.0 GHz polarizer measurements were performed with a Wiltron 360 Network Analyser.

We first measured the time domain of the polarizer combination B and C (figure 4.3.0). The

response resolution is 480 psec - 15 cm.

Because the polarizer length is shorter than this resolution, the distinct scatter-centers in the

polarizer can't be identified.

Polarizers B and C were connected back to back in the same way as polarizers 2 and 3 at

35.0 GHz. We used the time-gate for the return loss measurements.

The return loss of polarizer B is presented in figure 4.3.1. for linear and both circular polarizations

and is better than 26 dB over 3 percent frequency bandwidth.

Figure 4.3.2 shows the insertion loss for linear and both circular polarizatioiis. The insertion loss

of the polarizer combination is 1.5 dB over a 3 percent frequency bandwidth.

In figure 4.3.3 the isolation for both circular polarizations is given. The isolation is more than

20 dB over 3 percent frequency bandwidth.
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911 LOGNI+P FGT Sil LOGM+P 13.0000 c

ý --ao.000dBe ±0.000dB/ 91-30.000dB 10.000dB/

"IN___________ SET SHAPE
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91.999998 GH 96.000000 91.99999B GH 96.000000

Fag. 4-3.0* Time and frequency domain umasuements of the polarlaw combination B and C.
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91.999998 GHz 96.000000
LOG HAG. 91REF--30.000dB 5.000dB/DIV

91.999998 GHz 96.000000
LOG MAG. PREF--30.000dB 5.000dB/DIV

91.999998 GHz 96.000000

Fig. 4.3. 1: The retun lom of polariw B as a function of frequency for linea, right-and
circulw and leO-hand circula Polarizatn.
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Fig. 4.3.2: Thw inuDltOm lIM of dhe polaziza-combinatio B and Ca. a functon of ftet
11equncy for Humea, righ-hand cirula and left-had cirula polarizatkm
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Pi.4.3.3: Mws io0lado of the polarizer-combinatim B and C as a functio of %he freqiuecyt
for circular polariation.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

4 High power polarizers have been realized: 2 at 35.0 GHz and 2 at 94.0 GHz.

These polarizers make use of an elliptical waveguide to convert the linearly polarized incident

wave into a left-hand or right-hand circularly polarized wave. To achieve this conversion it is

essential to create a 90" phase shift between the orthogonal components of the linearly polarized

incident wave.

Manufacturing large numbers of these polarizers can be done, but great precision is required.

Reducing the narrow inside elliptical waveguide- radius 130 Pim at 94.0 GHz or 380 Jim at

35.0 GHz gives a 90" phase shift. Reducing an extra 113 Pm at 94.0 GHz or 255 PM at 35.0 GHz

gives a 270" phase shift.

When the phase shift is 270" instead of 90" the result will be;

- an opposite circular polarization;

- a decrease of maximum power (30 percent);

- an increase of the cut-off frequency (10 percent).

The 35.0 GHz polarizer has the following properties;

- axial ratio is less than 1 dB over 5 percent bandwidth.

- return loss is better than 21 dB over 30 percent bandwidth.

- insertion loss is less than 0.3 dB over 30 percent bandwidth.

- isolation is more than 18 dB over 5 percent bandwidth.

- maximum peak power is 63 kW (11 dB better than 'quarter-wave plate' polarizers).

The 94.0 GHz polarizer has the following properties;

- axial ratio is less than I dB over 5 percent bandwidth.

- return loss is better than 26 dB over 3 percent bandwidth.

- insertion loss is less than 0.75 dB over 3 percent bandwidth.

- isolation is more than 20 dB over 3 percent bandwidth.

- maximum peak power is 9.5 kW (9.8 dB better than 'quarter-wave plate' polarizers).

I.
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6.0 NOMENCLATURE

ao. ap, a2, a3, a.4  Inside radius of circular waveguide

bo Choke radius

d Inside diameter of circular waveguide

e Eccentricity of the boundary ellipse

El, E2  Amplitudes of field vector

E, ee, e. Electrical field vectors

f, Centre frequency

f. Cut-off frequency

LC Choke depth

L, and L. Length of waveguide

Pmax Maximum power in the circular waveguide

2q Focal distance

s Circumference

t Time

vPI, ve, vO Phase velocity

VSWR Voltage Standing Wave Ratio

x, y Rectangular coordinates

cx Angle of taper

Coordinate of the confocal hyperbola

AO Free space wavelength

k Cut-off wavelength

Waveguide wavelength

Coordinate of the confocal ellipse

Angle between fld vectors

Ve, VVYV 2, V4 Phase hift
O Radial frequency

j
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A DERIVATION OF THE EQUATION OF THE PHASE SHIFI IN AN ELLIPTICAL

WAVEGUIDE

The ellipticity of the elliptical waveguide is small and the elliptical mode-patterns of the TEhl-

modes in an elliptical waveguide are uimular to the mode-patterns of the TEh1 -modes in a circular

waveguide.

Therefore we approximated the cut-off wavelength of the elliptical waveguide with the cut-off

wavelength of two circular waveguides (Appendix B).

The wavelength of the waveguide in which the circular TE11 mode is propagating can be

calculated as follows:

)ý= X)~ 41(0.v)2 [3]

where the cut-off wavelength A. = 3.412a [3] and a is the inside radius of the circular waveguide.

So:

ks= XON l-(AoI3.4l2a)2

The waveguide wavelength of the 'wide ellipse' circular waveguide is:

)V = VZi-()W3.4l2a)2 (Al)

and of the 'narrow-ellipse' circular waveguide is:

X0 -Vý1-(A0.41a4P(A2)

The phase iaft of the waveguide is:

v - 36OLAS [3] (M3)

where L is the waveguide kng&.t

..~..- _ _ _
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The phase shift of the 'wide elipse' circular waveguide is:

~V2 6 0 A

and the phase shift of the 'narrow ellipse' circular waveguide is:

,V4 = 360 0Lo , 4

The phase shift of the ellipse is:

Ve = 1V2-V4

Substitution in (A3) gives:

V, = (360Le/g)-(360L.% 4)

Using (Al) and (A2):

•l/fi.360Le •]41-()/3.412a 2)2o 41.(,/3.412a4)2  (A4)

AOA
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AN APPROXIMATION OF THE CUT-OFF FREQUENCY OF AN ELLIPTICAL

WAGEGUIDE

author :HJ. Visser

institute TNO Physics and Electronics Laboratory

date November 1990

In figure B 1 the cross-section of an elliptical waveguide is shown. rd

For an elliptical boundary the use of plane confocal coordinates 1, 1i and z is appropriate.

2ql

yx

Fig. B 1: The cross-section of an elliptical waveguide.

The relation between the rectangular and the elliptical coordinates

are [5]:

x : q coah.4cos -q
y q sinh si Nz = z Olc)

The eccentricity is given by:

eI/ cosh a (12)

where the bondy el6lis is defined by the coorinate -a.
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The dominant mode of an elliptical waveguide is the TEII-mode [5]. Presenting a linearly

polarized wave to an elliptical waveguide, of which the polarization makes an angle of 45' with

the x-axis, results in propagation of even and odd TB1 1-mode waves through the waveguide.

Mode patterns of even and odd TE11-modes are drawn in figure B2 and are compared with TEEI-

patterns of a circular waveguide [5].

even TE1.1

~~%

2a 2
2a

Fig. B2: Field distribution of TEhu-mode.

Unlike a circular waveguide, the cut-off wavelengths of an elliptical waveguide are different for

even and odd modes. These elliptical mode-patterns are simular to mode-pafttes of a circular

waveguide with a diameter equal to the length of the elliptical B-field axes (see figure B2), it will

be likely that fth cut-off waveluagdi of even and odd modes can be appoximated with the cut-off

wavelength of a circular Wavepide.

Because the fHie s cecmo ueed Along the axes, the calculation error of fte cut-off wavelength

will be small when the ellodcity is gsall
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To check this statement we compare an approximated calculation with a correct calculation of the

cut-off wavelength for 4 elliptical waveguides.

To determine the cut-off wavelength of an ellitical waveguide, we used figure B3 [5].

II HI

IIDTI

1.0 0.6 0.2 0.2 06 1.0
e

Fig. B3: Cut-off wavelengths of an elliptical waveguide.

In the determination of the cut-off wavelength, use is made of the elliptical integral formula for

the circumference of the boundary ellipse.

s =- f'lýks2 dl, (B3)
e 0

as well as the constant a (see (B2)).

To obtain the constant a, the parameter representation of an ellipse is used [2]:

Y

t -I"/2

t 4 "/ t - 0

Y-04Mt (O

t 3 37['/2
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Using (Bi1) and with [2, p. 193];

q = a2a 42 (B5)

At t = 0, than x = a2,4~ = a, 11 =0 and so:

4 '22-a 4 2 cosh(a) = a2

<=> cosh(a) = a~t / ý4

<=> eL+e-A = 2a 2/Nr1a (B6a)

At t = 7c/2, than y = a4, =a, fl= 7r/2 and so:

4a2 2-a42sinh(a) = a.

<>sinh(a) = aýýN

<=> ea-+e-a = 2Nta 4 4ý1  (B6b)

Addition of (B6a) and (B6b) gives:

ea= a2+aW4;_____

<=> a - In((a 2+a4s)/QV22a4) (B7)

And:

cosh(a) 
2 ______________

2
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and so:

s ffi- 1-e2os2 fdi

S= 4-2-42 f 41-[l/cosh(a)]2cos:2 dq -

= a2 1-((a, 22-a4 22) cos21 dil (B9)

The sizes of 4 elliptical waveguides and calculated values of e and s are given in table B 1.

waveguilc 62(-) *4(m) e 5

pomie- 3 0.003345 0.00285 0.5235 0.1949

poladi 2 0.00337 0.002M05 0.5543 0.1944

poloriz c 0.00128 0U0106 050 0.7368

polmimub 0 2001285 0.00105 0.5765 0.7354

Table B l: e- and s- values of elliptical waveguides.

For 4 e- values, Vs has been determined with the aid of figure B3 and the cut-off wavelength

have been calculated with the aid of table B E.

The cut-off wavelength of circular waveguides (approximation) have been calculated with:

S= 2xat 1.841 (i2 and 4)

The cut-off wavelength of elliptical waveguides (TE1 l-mode) and the approximated values are

tabulated in table B2.

*1!

2!
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u&VegW8 I -a TEh I qytozh- k.od 2U11 S2Zmbm-

po, zu3 3 0.0111 0.0114 o0.096. 0.00973

poulriz 2 o 0.0111 0.0115 o.00955 0.00957

polauzer C 0.00424 0.00437 0.00358 0.00362

polarizer B 0.00427 0.00439 0.00354 0.00358

Table B2: The cut-off wavelength of elliptical waveguides (TEI1-mode) and the approximated
values.!

Although the cut-off wavelength of the elliptical waveguides have not been calculated, but have

been determined with figure B3, we can conclude that for the 4 treaded waveguides the cut-off

wavelengths for even and odd TEll-modes may be approximated by the cut-off wavelengths of

circular waveguides with diameters equal to the lengths of the elliptical E-field axes.

p a

j
_ ___ j
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